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 Anti-decubitus

SUAPEL SANITIZED 
SHEETS

Description
Anti-decubitus sheets made of suapel 
sanitized. The polyester fibre exterior gives a 
feeling of comfort, being suitable for patients 
who need a feeling of warmth and extra 
comfort, thanks to its wool fleece fabric.
It is suitable for use in wheelchairs, armchairs 
and beds.

Consejos
The first prevention of bedsores in a sitting or 
lying position is to change the points of support 
of the body on the area where the body rests. 
On average, this should be done every three 
hours to reduce prolonged pressure on the 
bony prominences and to allow access of blood 
to the tissues.
The sheet should be checked to ensure that it 
fits the seat or bed where it is to be used.

Instalación y precauciones
The shape of the suapel sheets is designed to 
adapt to the different types of seats and beds 
that patients may use and their needs.
Caustic products, paint strippers, solvents and 
sharp objects in direct contact with the product 
are prohibited. Avoid prolonged contact with 
liquids and moisture. Regularly inspect the 
sheet for normal wear and tear (changes in 
surface appearance, etc.).

Composition
Exterior: polyester, terlenka.

Dimensions
According to reference.

Tratamiento del material y conservación
The sanitized cover treatment is applied to 
the surface of the fabric to create a highly 
effective anti-mite, anti-bacterial and anti-fungal 
barrier. A plus of protection for your bedding 
accessories.
Suapel sheets should preferably be stored flat 
and protected from natural light and humidity.

Elimination
Do not burn or dispose of in nature or outside 
designated sites.

Warranty
The warranty period is two years from the date 
of purchase of the cushion. This warranty does 
not cover normal wear and tear of the product 
and does not replace legal warranties. Please 
contact the company’s quality department in 
the event of an incident in order to resolve it.

Product lifetime: 1 year. 
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Suapel sanitized sheets
Models

Colours
MODEL DIMENSIONS 

(CM) REF.

Suapel sanitized 
sheets

40x60 105100
50x70 105101
60x80 105102
70x80 105103
60x90 105104
70x90 105105
80x90 105106
90x150 105107
110x170 105108
70x190 105109
80x190 105110
90x190 105111
105x190 105113
120x190 105114
135x190 105115
90x160 105117

Suapel sanitized  
adjustable sheets 90x190x20 105125
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